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1 barriers found on the web page

Disclaimer
Please note that the automatic score is based on tests carried out automatically. About 20% of the conceivable
tests can be automated, and the tool covers a part of these tests. The score from user tests are based on a
limited set of questions and will also not cover all possible tests. Therefore, the evaluated pages may contain
barriers not reported by any of the tools. For reference see the list of. currently implemented tests. Full
disclaimer.

Result Details

Total: 510   Fail: 1   Verify: 0   Pass: 509  Applied Tests:

 99.85 (where 100 is the best)Score:

/en/pagecheck2.0/?uuid=8dde9ed6-c4d0-4af2-8311-4a71d5821cd6Link:

Applied Automatic Tests Test Detail: Define ids for elements (SC4-1-
1-id)

(Test for Success Criterion 4.1.1: Parsing)
Use alt on img elements
[1.1.1]

Passed20

Use of Color [1.4.1] Passed57

Provide descriptive titles for
web pages [2.4.2]

Passed1

Provide links to navigate to
related Web pages [2.4.5]

Passed1

Provide descriptive headings
[2.4.6]

Passed8

Primary language of page
[3.1.1]

Passed1

, Define ids for
elements [4.1.1]

Passed84 Failed1

Provide role name for
div/span with event handler
[4.1.2]

Passed251

Use HTML form controls and
links [4.1.2]

Passed77

Accessible name for image
links [4.1.2]

Passed8

Use the title for frame and
iframe elements [4.1.2]

Passed1

Heading:
Code extract:

The ID of this element has occurred before
on this page

Path: #wpa-css-css

Code
 

<link rel="stylesheet" id="wpa-
css-css"
href="https://poradniatg.pl/wp-
content/plugins/wp-
attachments/styles/0/wpa.css?
ver=5.2.9" type="text/css"
media="all" /> 

The value of the id attribute is unique and
syntactically correct.

The id is not unique (1
occurrence)

Verification required

The ID is valid (84 occurences)Verification required
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